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ZEESE PAPANIKOLAS

Easter in America:
The Church, The Feast
Gull-like
This morning
Christ is risen,
Breaking again
The dark
Of our holy ship,
And into darkness
We depart,
Bearing our little lights,
Some crumbs wrapped in a cloth.
Father calls.
Though his table keeps
The rich feast
Of our generations,
The naked child
Must be mute.
(Asleep, asleep
In the regal seat
Grandfather dreams
His oarblade song—
Sea peril
And witch's charm,
On Ithaca
The young chiefs bear
An eyeless black hull
Down the funeral shore.)
Beastman turns
In courtship dance—
On man's shoulders
The lamb jaw clacks
And a woman laughs
A maiden's laugh.
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The uncles come
Bringing deep skulls,
Our feast begins.
Grandfather rise!
The dawn wind blows,
In these bowels
My child's hungry cry
Unfolds,
Unfolds—a sail, an alien's cloak—
Call me!

ZEESE PAPANIKOLAS

A Mask in Athens Museum
I looked
Upon a god's bronze face,
Blind, twisted
With an ancient rage,
And in the socket
Of his eye
Saw nothing, nothing—
The idiot night.
At my heart
An actor's voice
opened wonder
Like a scar—
Within the mask
Eden spread,
Desert on the seventh day.
Root clenched
Beneath a brilliant tree
A man was coiled about his clay:
Here,
Before his blade
Had opened earth,
Sweet breath
Unflared his quiet throat,
Adam lay,
Who died as he awoke.
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MALCOLM JENSEN

The Ring
He stood at the edge of the sea, and saw that the sea stuck out in a smooth
green flatness from the off-color nail on his big toe. His foot stuck in the flat
grey sand. The sand was slimy and gritty, not like the perfectly blue sky that
curved down in front of him on the green sea, or behind him on to the pure
white sand that turned grey at his feet, next to the water full of dirty air
bubbles and strips of brown weed. The blue sky and the white sand and the
green sea and those shining white wooden stands for the life-guards and the
bright little green and red flags planted in the flat white sand made a sort of
picture. But the picture was too big, not as real somehow as taking a step into
the warmish water and feeling the tiny brittle shells crunch under his heel,
or seeing the strip of brown sea-weed stuck wetly to his ankle at the waterline. And there went someone charging through the flat water and breaking
it into a lot of white bits. His wife was somewhere behind that red flag, and
his fat ugly son. She would be sitting on a corner of the brown blanket in the
brown shade of the umbrella that she would want him to move for the fiftieth
time; and she would be turning to look at the young couples squirming on
the blankets nearby, and then look quickly away and give Sonny another
sandwich or one more melty candy bar. He had always been afraid he would
marry somebody like Evelyn. He had made a general rule about thin hurtlooking girls, but he set it aside and she had gotten in his life, and wrecked
it. The sand was scorching hot. He hopped through the sand with his head
bent watching for the little globs of sticky black something the sun melts
°ut of the sand, and the twisted broken-edged shells and the scratched bottlecaps. She wasn't smart or sexy, but she had been shy and nice and sort of
pretty. He got married, and she changed almost overnight. Their first nights
were a mess, and they only had this one horrible child, but he didn't expect
°r want anymore of it. He couldn't stand to look at her . . . that yellowish
shin and her hair that went stringy and the lips that got thinner and drier
every year, and lost the red. And when they went to friends and relatives or
people came she would put on a dab of dark red lipstick that made her
Prude s mouth look slutty. Sometimes he would think about that night
when he came home and she opened the door. She just nodded, and cracked
a piece of gum between her teeth. He was hearing that loud sharp crack
the time now, but it didn't frighten him as much anymore. He still
c°uldn't figure out how she did it. But he knew that it was all over, that
5

something had changed, when he heard it that first time. It had to have a
little bubble in it, with the tongue .. . "Sam the umbrella isn't right again."
"I know Evy, it's not my fault the sun moves." "That doesn't say you can't
fix it, does it?" He pulled the shaft from the sand and moved it a foot
and then worked it down again into the sand. "Sam please don't track
none of that sand on our blanket. Wipe them off, with this." "Daddy . . .
Daddy . . . Daddy." His son. A round white speckled face. His teeth were
all bunched up in the front, like . . . like Evelyn's. Eleven years old and
afraid of the water . . . but maybe he guessed. . . . Because he dreamed
about grabbing him sometime by that soft white belly-fat ... he would
hold that flabby body wiggling under the dark green water, and then
stick the head into the sandy bottom. "Make a two, Daddy." "How do
you make a two?" He held up a yellowish thick finger—he was getting
that same yellow color of Evelyn's, but it wasn't really a disease—and then
he slowly and proudly bent it against his thumb in the shape of a 2. He
grinned, "See?" "Yes, that's very good." "Daddy, how do you make anelevn?'
"An-ee-lev-cn, sweet," she said and rubbed her hand on his cheek, "A big
boy like you shouldn't make a mistake like that no more." He held up two
fat yellow forefingers and smiled. "See?" He had a moron for a son and a
hag for a wife. He stared at her thin chest. It was flattened out under the
bathing suit, but it was the same way without one, flat and hard and
yellowish. And they had huge spreading nipples that were reddish brown.
He had touched one of them with his finger once. "Sonny would like a hotdog or an ice-cream. You can get them there, over at that place." "It's the
bathhouse." It was a long line at the booth waiting for tickets, but at least
it was out of the sun. Life would have been a lot better, if he could have
managed it. But it didn't, and he was still nothing but Incoming Letters.
He could always tell which had money in them, and one day. . . . There
had been plenty of cases of that, but they all got caught. But maybe that
would be alright too. Ten years it would be, at least. But you'd have to kill
somebody to get life. She knew about the night-school, she knew he had
planned to, and he thought she wanted him to try, but then she suddenly
killed it. Oh no, not for a minute! She couldn't be left home all alone at
night! Not with niggers and Puerto Ricans over on 82nd Street and they
might God forbid move on their block anyday. And then she wouldn't
dare step out of the house in the daytime, plus being home all alone at
night? So that was that, she had wrecked his life. The girl in the booth
smiled. College girl, most likely. The corner of her mouth curved down
and kind of rippled when she smiled, in a shy pretty way. She pushed two
buttons, and tickets for one hot-dog and one ice-cream slid out of slots in
the metal plate. He stood before the huge serving counter and was given
one hot-dog and one ice-cream. He thought there would be time maybe
6

for a look at the pool. He moved through the long crowded arcade that
connected the bathing beach and the huge indoor swimming pool. Maybe
they could get Sonny to go in this time, for once. Or at least close enough
to get splashed. The pool was always packed full of people, all screaming,
laughing, splashing. He could see why he was afraid of it. He would be
able to get a good view of the pool from the railing; from there he could
look down on to the huge grey concrete rectangle, with the bright blueish
rectangle of the pool in the middle of it, full of people in red and yellow
and black bathing suits and caps, and a moving crowd around it. He really
should take a picture from there—that's where they took the post-card
pictures from—but he always let it slip by for some reason. Sometimes he
wished he could just stand on the side and take pictures of things and people.
In color. And the rest of the time look at them in books. He could sort
them and label them. . . . But film cost a lot, and good cameras for different
kinds of picture. Most of the little snapshots that he took he didn't even
get to look at; he would put the rolls away somewhere, and forget about
it, and never get them developed. He came out of the arcade and walked
to the railing. He saw a bus-boy in a spotted white uniform trying to sweep
into a pan a sheet of soaked newspaper stuck to the smooth concrete. It
wouldn't come loose, and finally the bus-boy smacked it with the little
broom and left it there. The pool clock showed he had been gone too long.
He turned from the railing and began to edge through the slow crowd
that filled the arcade. His foot slipped a little on the smooth wet slate and
his bare shoulder touched a soft wet cold arm of a woman. There was a
cold soft feeling, and it wasn't somehow complete; he felt only half a feel
ing. When he rubbed his own leg he felt the hand rubbing and the leg being
rubbed, but with someone else it was only half, either the hand or the leg
was his, but not both. The damn ice-cream was melted in the cup. Well, it
was too bad. Not standing on those lines again. Though Evy would whine
and nag, and then he would have to walk through that blazing hot sand
for another one. He might as well save himself the trouble. She would nag
and nag. All the way back it was going to be, Sam, aren't you driving too
fast? Sam, wasn't it too bad it was so crowded and spoiled it. ... He would
love to say, Evy deary how would you like me to have a wreck? Kill us all.
Because, that's just what I'm going to do, see . . . when that big fast truck
comes past I'm just going to turn my wheel just a little bit, and then we'll
be finished. . . . Often he had thought he could trap his son between the car
and the garage wall and then very slowly and powerfully with the engine
roaring crush him against the wall, screaming. He'd better get another
one. There weren't any lines this time. It was the same girl. The people
behind the long counter were rushing back and forth, though there wasn't
niany people there now, for a minute. The man snatched the blue ticket,
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and stuffed it in a little wooden box with a slot in it. He wished he could
see what was behind the big high counter, he always wanted to get behind
things and see; the best thing would probably be to take a picture from
the ceiling, of the whole thing. And then he could look at it some other
time—that was the great thing about pictures, you could always take them
out again and see what you looked at. The man dug down behind some
where, and handed him a cup over the counter. Already there was a line
building up again. The sand was as hot as ever. He always forgot to put
shoes on. It must be all the caps and metal things that made it so hot . . .
there was even a razor blade! They would have to leave soon. They were
due there at eight. Probably they would be late, and everybody else would
be there, all sitting around laughing and talking and smiling. Probably if
Mildred was there she would have to tell about how her father died of
asthma on the toilet. And then we heard this thump. . . . And of course
you can never find one when you really need them ... but when one finally
came he said that he went off right away. . . .You see the trouble was, he
could breath in alright, but he couldn't breath out, so the oxygen tent
wouldn't help it none. . .. He could just see them all, like in a picture, in a
circle—she's stupid, he's a big mouth, Evy's a nag, he's real lush . . . those
fat white bulgy eyes that never blink with the thick curly red and blue
lines.... Near that white shining stand, somewhere in front of that red flag.

8

AMON LINER

summer notes
black magic sticks of anger! striped green trees
spiking
summerdry sun
formlessness! Bands of green energy
FLASH-CONNECTS the branches with my pale-spotted arms
flashing-connects the blue babycarriage
with the baby
who is made out of stark chips of greed
flower
the red bloom in the bulbous maroon vase
a puffy dream
a scent of luminous
garbage
the yellow peels the black dust
scattered on the private greyness
of boards / the porch holds a garbage bag a wet paperbag holds
the sun
sun
everything is decanted music!
yellow bassoons scribble the air /
sorcery!
and the inside of the light is white rims of pure metal sensation
this is the sun singing surprising from average leaves
ahhhhhwhirrrr
the need of music for trees is absolute
kids
^creechDreaming in park playing
with their idols of words / flat & stringy
this is pomp
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AMON LINER

a kindness done to flesh
JUST THERE
upon the speckled concrete,
a white bowl with carmine flowers
withered by tyres
of the fire / framed chariots
& a plasterwhite pussy snickered out on the street
& was tumbled over & over by the dark / drawn
& a man walked out on the highway with handstands
fingering the road with white slabs of thick hands
& he was run down by the flowers
dread / kindness done to flesh by the insane mirror-images of universe
dread / evolving out of intelligent eyes /
eternally evolving out of the seer's sight
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BRUCE HAYWOOD

The World View of Romanticism
(Kenyon Symposium Lecture)
The Romantic period saw the development of a world view in which
virtually everything was treated in terms of art and the artist. Indeed, the
Romantics were able to persuade the general public that the artist's way of
looking at the world was the right and proper way and that the artist was
granted peculiar access to the secrets of existence, secrets which he would
share with his public in return for their acceptance of him as a propet, priest,
and king. Romanticism, although certain philosophers and political tend
encies have been identified with it, is in the first instance a movement in the
arts, and it is as such that I must first attempt to describe it.
Of all the terms that the student of the arts is called upon to examine,
none is more loosely used and none less easily defined than Romanticism.
From the beginning, the term was deliberately used in an imprecise fashion
by those who proclaimed Romanticism a new gospel of art. But what was
for them a conveniently elastic term proves for us to be distressingly vague.
The best evidence of the difficulty of reconciling under one heading all the
attitudes, beliefs, styles, and mannerisms now associated with Romanticism,
is the fact that a group of scholars, gathered together for the sole purpose of
adequately defining the term, abandoned the attempt in confusion and
disgust.
1oday we commonly use the adjective "romantic" to characterize things
so very different as the poetry of Wordsworth, Schubert's music, castles on
the Rhine, and a sentimental popular song. Many have argued that we
should eliminate the terms "Romantic" and "Romanticism" from the critical
vocabulary, so imprecise have they become, while others have insisted that
if we speak of Romanticism at all we should use the word only in the plural.
It may be safer, to be sure, to speak only of Romanticisms, for then the
audience will constantly be reminded of the differences between, say, the
Romantic literature of England and Germany. Not that this makes things
uauch less complicated. To label both Wordsworth and Coleridge English
Romantics might tend to blur the differences between two poets of dissimilar
character and with different notions about the nature of poetry. On the other
hand one could argue that the word "dog" manages to serve as a label for
creatures so dissimilar in certain respects as the Great Dane and the Beagle.
Why not, then, while remembering the differences, call both Wordsworth
and Coleridge Romantic poets? Both can be said to have embraced imper
ii

tant Romantic beliefs and to have expressed the spirit of the age.
Certainly the general public remains pretty much persuaded that there
are certain attitudes and certain modes of expression which can be considered
uniquely Romantic. Let a writer suggest that distance lends enchantment to
the view or that the dream may be more satisfying than reality and he will
be at once branded as a Romantic in some circles. Certain critics, let me add
at once, share the popular opinion. Like other scholars who from time to
time have attempted to split creative mankind into two parts, some critics
have claimed that we can divide all men into two campus, the Romantic
and the non-Romantic. Amongst these critics who deal in universal antitheses
exists the belief that certain fundamental human attitudes, discernible in
all peoples and at all times, will determine whether an artist will display a
Romantic or a non-Romantic character. Thus one prominent English Germanist calls Walther von der Vogelweide a Romantic because Walther, in a
famous poem, asks, "Where have all my years disappeared? Was my life
something real—or was it only a dream?" The fact that the poem was
written in the thirteenth century seems not to bother this critic at all. Indeed,
he seizes upon this fact as proof of his thesis that Romanticism is as old as
man himself. Now it is true that those lines might well have been written
by a German poet in 1800, but this is proof only of the recurrence of certain
themes and motifs in poetry, and' of nothing more than that. Obviously,
there is more to Romanticism than the question of attitudes to life and we
shall get nowhere if we try to deal with the problem in terms of universal
and permanent attitudes. We shall at once, moreover, deny ourselves the
right to speak of a Romantic Movement or a Romantic Age.
We must not forget that, as a term of criticism in the arts, "Romantic"
is of relatively modern origin and was used consciously by the founders of
the Romantic Movement to designate characteristics which were both new
and different. We cannot deny that these persons adopted a word which
already had established meaning, a word which already denoted the exotic,
the fictional, the extraordinary, and the scarcely believable. Small wonder,
then, that from the beginning there has existed confusion between the critical
term and the popular adjective, a confusion we shall never be rid of, I fear.
Nevertheless, we can distinguish in what we call the Romantic Movement
characteristics, qualities and attitudes which are sufficiently peculiar for us
to be able to set the movement apart from what had gone before and what
came afterward.
I shall renounce, then, any attempt to define Romanticism in terms that
would satisfy everybody and instead consider the world view of the move
ment in the arts that we call the Romantic Movement. I shall concentrate
on German literature, not only for the obvious reason but also because it was
the German Romantic doctrine which swept over Europe and because Ro-
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manticism flourished in Germany in its most extreme and most complex form.
In their studies of the Romantic Movement, some critics have chosen to
emphasize the fact that the tenets of Romantic doctrine are to be found in
earlier theorists, even as far back as Plotinus in the fourth century. Now,
one does not account for the remarkable influence of Nietzsche by demon
strating that there is in his writings not one original thought, and we shall
not go very far in establishing the Romantic character by discussing the
indebtedness of Romantic theorists to predecessors. Let us take for granted
the existence of such predecessors and of a pre-Romantic movement and
concentrate upon the Romantic Movement itself. We might well, indeed,
call it the Romantic Revolution, for the movement has often been described
as the manifestation in the arts of that same spirit of revolt against the tradi
tional which can be identified in the Great Revolution of 1789 and which
brought in philosophy an overturning of traditional concepts.
I shall describe the Romantic Movement, then, as the embracing—to a
greater or lesser extent—by most artists of the time of certain beliefs about
the nature of life and the universe, of the nature of art, and of the character
and function of the artist. I shall expand upon this statement in a moment,
hut I shall not set limits of time upon the movement except to say that it
began towards the end of the eighteenth century and continued through
several decades of the nineteenth century. To illustrate the difficulty of assign
ing specific dates to the movement, I might point out that extreme formula
tions of Romantic doctrine in England appear in the eighteen-thirties, at a
time when the movement in German literature was in the last stages of a
slow death. One can establish, too, that the high point of Romanticism in
German music comes long after the literary movement has passed its crest.
But I don't want to stress the differences too much at this point and I shall
turn back to my thesis that the Romantic Movement is best to be understood
as the victory of new and different concepts of art and of the creative pe rsonality. Thus, we can say that in Germany there was produced a body of art
which exemplified the theories of Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis, while in
England a generation of poets embraced the doctrine of art preached by
Wordsworth in his preface to the "Lyrical Ballads" of 1800—a preface
written, I might add, after he and Coleridge had sojourned in Germany.
It was in Germany, then, that Romanticism first took definite form and
that theories of Romanticism were most vigorously developed. The German
Romantic doctrine was formulated—as a program to recast the arts com
pletely in the last few years of the eighteenth century by a small group
° young men, most prominent among them Novalis and Friedrich Schlegel.
As is so often the case, it was dissatisfaction with prevailing artistic practices
at first led the Romantic pioneers to develop their own theories. They pro
tested the domination of European thought and literature by what they
13

considered an outmoded humanistic, classical tradition and they demanded
the creation of works of art which would, above all else, be modern. It was
of a modern literature that Schlegel and Novalis first spoke and only later
did they adopt the term "romantic" to characterize the non-classical nature
of the new art. The theories of Schlegel and Novalis found immediate ac
ceptance and most of their contemporaries identified themselves with the
Romantic program. Schlegel and Novalis gave definitive form to ideas which
were very much in the air at the time and their early writings became the
gospel of the movement. I must emphasize very firmly, however, that no
Romantic poet, with the possible exception of Novalis himself, exemplified in
his works all the theories of the movement. Romantic theory, indeed, was
constantly undergoing development and was frequently adapted to the needs
of the particular individual. I ask you to bear this fact in mind as I seek to
identify the most important Romantic tenets, particularly those notions of
the Germans which found response in other countries.
The concept of man and of his place in the order of things underwent a
marked change in the Romantic period. The world view embraced by most
Romantic writers was quite different from that which had hitherto been
popular. The humanistic tradition in Western culture had placed man at the
center of the universe and had made him the measure of all things. Of all
man s qualities, his capacity for rational thought had been paramount in the
humanistic tradition and in the Age of Enlightenment that preceded the
Romantic Age reason had been valued as never before. To man and his
powers of reason all else had been made subordinate, with the inevitable
result that man had been seen as a creature above and apart from the rest
of nature.
With the Romantic Movement the emphasis shifted. For the Romantic
poet, man, as one German critic has put it, was but another tone in the
infinite melody of time. The music of the universe, the infinite rhythms and
harmonies of life, became the central concern of the Romantic artist. He
found everywhere about him evidence of this universal harmony—in the
rustle of leaves, the song of birds, even in the grouping of iron filings about
a magnet. The Romantics seemed suddenly to discover for themselves a world
filled with endlessly changing forms, with mysterious and alluring shapes, a
universe compounded of intriguing colors and sounds of infinite variety.
1 he world of nature, they discovered to their delight, was not a fixed and
static thing, but a still developing universe, growing and changing, never
standing still. The Romantic saw the universe, moreover, as the creation of
a supreme artistic being, a creative essence that he identified variously as
God, as a life spirit, or as an eternal symbol of creativity. The universe was
the product of a supreme creative will, a creation in which no part was con
sidered too small to be significant. Moreover, the Romantic spoke of this
14

creation almost invariably as a work of art, most often in terms of poetry
or of music. As such, he insisted, it was not to be interpreted rationally. It
could best be grasped intuitively or emotionally.
It was a world which appealed directly to the senses, and thus the culti
vation of heightened sensibility as a mode of understanding became a marked
feature of the Romantic character. "Feeling is everything," Goethe's Faust
exclaims, expressing a sentiment characteristic of the age. Emphasis upon
emotional response, however, did not preclude the possibility of heightening
appreciation of the universe by exercising the intellect. The Romantic inter
preter of the world, indeed, welcomed any approach, scientific or otherwise,
that would bring mankind into closer harmony with their environment,
though he reserved his highest praise for naive, intuitive understanding. The
important thing for the Romantic was that man find his way back to an
intimate relationship with nature, with the Being from which, in the course
of his evolution, man had gradually been divorced.
To this divorce from the well-spring of his existence were attributed
most of the ills of modern man, and the cure for these was seen to be in a
return to a primitive and naive communion with the creative force of life. It
was to be identified with the life force, with the creator who was concealed
behind the veil of his creation, that the German Romantic yearned. Yearning
for union with the absolute was the sickness from which the typical Roman
tic constantly suffered, yet we find him at the same time glorifying the
poetry of the infinite creation. Tormented he might be by his inability ever
to grasp completely the world that he would embrace, yet the Romantic
did not seek to change it, did not try to force it to his will. He often conceived
of himself as the undemanding lover or worshiper of a supremely beautiful
and delightful creature, whose whims, angry moods, and apparent indiffer
ence he accepted together with her smiles and her happy moments. He was
'he victim of his passion and he was capable of complaining in the same
Poem of the fact that he was victim while rejoicing that he was privileged
to worship at the shrine. Often he was persuaded that he could not seek to
control his own destiny, that he must be content only to love. He had no
existence except to serve the cause of art, to celebrate the poetry of the uni
verse. Nobody has better characterized this poetry of the universe than did
Friedrich Schlegel, in a passage which embodies the essential experience of
the German Romantic generation: "The world of poetry is as immeasurable
and inexhaustible as the weatlh of nature in animal life, plants and forms
°f every kind, color, and shape. These latter can scarcely be embraced by
even the most comprehensive of art forms, even by what we call poetry. And
what is that poetry compared with the formless and naive poetry that stirs
tn the growing plant, that shines in the light of day, that smiles within the
child. ... But this is the first, original poetry, without which there could be
15

no poetry of words. We poets can have no source of joy and no object of
interest and activity other than the one great poem of the divinity of which
we art part—the earth. We are able to perceive the music of this infinite crea
tion and to understand its beauty because we too are part of the Creator,
because there dwells within us a spark of His creative spirit." This passage
of Schlegel's contains the creed of the German Romantic generation and it
was this notion of the nature of art and of the artist that the German Roman
tics pressed upon the public.
The art which the German Romantics envisioned was to exemplify in
itself no less than the poetic spirit of the universe itself and to display the
essentially poetic nature of existence. Romantic poetry was to capture a crea
tive spirit which manifested itself, as they claimed, in endless change, cease
less development, and in infinite variety of form, color, and sound. Nature
was ever-changing; so then must Romantic art be endless in its variety. Its
own appeal must be the emotional, sensory appeal that the Romantics
responded to in nature—full of rhythmic pulses, ringing with sound, rich in
color. It should show, too, the incongruities with which nature abounds—
juxtaposing the harsh and the gentle, the mature and the undeveloped, the
old and the new. Romantic art, then, was to be all-inclusive, and no limits
were set upon it, either in terms of theme or form. Poetry was, moreover—
and this is a vital point for the Romantic world view—to take over the
functions normally assigned to the sciences, to philosophy, even to religion.
Art alone could reveal the absolute, for it alone was intimately related to the
primal essence, the well spring of being. In the hands of the Romantics, then,
poetry becomes a way of investigating and comprehending life in all its
aspects, but it also becomes a mode of communion with the divine, some
thing, indeed, of a religious rite.
The emphasis in Romantic thought upon the relationship of the in
dividual artist to a prime creative spirit is a thing of far reaching importance.
If there is one belief that can be considered the cornerstone of Romantic
thought it is this notion that the artist is, as Schlegel put it, a "part of the
Creator." Whatever differences may exist between Romantic movements
in various literatures or between the movements in the several arts, the one
article of faith to which all Romantics subscribed was the belief that the
artist was a superior and exalted human being. In the Romantic Age there
emerged the widely accepted notion that artistic creation was analogous to
processes of nature, that it was, in fact, a process of nature within the artist
himself. The process was frequently conceived of as being something vir
tually beyond the control of the person, as though there existed within the
artist s breast a hidden spring, the waters of which, once they began to flow,
burst forth unchecked. Such a natural force cannot be controlled by rules
and laws. It will defy any limitations of conventions or tradition. Byron
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described this outpouring of the self as the lava of the imagination, a spas
modic flow from a volcano of creativity within the self. All of this suggests
that a prime purpose of art is to serve as a vehicle for the expression of a
creative ego, and Romantic criticism consistently centered on the artist. The
artist was the most fascinating of human figures and it was the artist who
became the hero of Romantic fiction. The artist was, in the Romantics'
view, a sort of superman, and Novalis characterized him as a high priest
through whom the miracle of creation is constantly repeated. The creative
ego was granted individual license—he was the authority and the law. He
needed to be faithful only to himself and to the universal spirit of creativity
of which he was a part.
The individual personality, then, became a thing sacred to the Romantic
Age and, in contrast to classical art, Romantic art tends to concern itself
with the unique and individual rather than with the typical.
I have dwelt to this point primarily on Romantic criticism in seeking to
show what comprised the Romantic world view. I want now to examine
certain recurrent themes and concerns of Romantic literature, for it was, of
course, through their poetic works rather than their critical writings that
the Romatnics most persuasively presented their point of view and brought
others to accept it.
One might account in either of two ways for the Romantic interest in
such popular literature as the folk song, the fairy tale, and the legend. It
ntight, on the one hand, seem the almost inevitable consequence of Romantic
insistence that modern poetry seek to manifest the spirit of its own culture
rather than spend itself in endless variations on classical themes. The Rornantic who followed this exhortation would be drawn to native sources, to
national materials, and we find, indeed, a markedly nationalisic character to
Romantic movements in most cultures. A more likely explanation of the
interest in the popular forms of literature, however, is to be found in the
belief that, since nature was the expression of the world soul, whatever was
closest to nature was the most genuine. Hence, evidence of instinctive life,
primitivism, and naivete become for the Romantic evidence of the intimate
relationship of folk art to the supreme creative Being. He seeks to identify
such primitive qualities and to embody them in his own work. The cultiva
tion of artlessnes, the adoption of popular idiom, and the exploitation of the
symbolism of the fairy tale and the folk song become hall marks of Romantic
literat ure. A return to the primitive is part and parcel of the Romantic belief
that man s salvation lay in his recapturing the naive, intuitive relationship
w'th nature that he had once enjoyed in childhood. Thus we find as a recur
rent Romantic symbol the spiral path which takes man back to his beginning.
May I emphasize that this is a spiral, and not a circular path,, for—in one of
1 °se mergings of concepts that illustrate the complexity of his thought
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patterns—the Romantic believed in what might be described as a "conscious
naivete." That is to say, he believed that man could regain his naive, emo
tional understanding of the world, while at the same time be thoroughly
conscious of his own naivete. The spiral path takes him back to his point of
origin, then, but at a higher level. In this state both old and new, man would
embody the attributes of both adult and child, and he would enter into a
new Golden Age or a Paradise Regained. Thus the artist, who believed
himself the possessor of this state of conscious naivete, again saw himself as
a pioneer of a movement which would restore all mankind to a blissful state
of being. The Romantic often found little in his own age to suggest that the
dawn of a new world was at hand, although Novalis, for example, viewed
his own day as the darkness that would soon give way to the light of the
new—and yet old—existence. All Romantics, however, were united in their
hostility to their own age; all of them believed their own civilization decad
ent; and most of them considered that a happier age was to be discovered
in the past. Thus we find many of them searching the Middle Ages for proof
of their belief that man's supposed progress had taken him farther and
farther away from his original state of bliss. The glory of the Middle Ages
for most of them was their discovery there of a universal allegiance to a
supreme being, and in the Christian faith many found a unifying principle
such as their own age lacked.
The flight into the Middle Ages has often been seen as evidence of the
Romantics' wish to escape from the limitations of their own day, and in other
Romantic concerns one can see an expression of the same desire. The Ro
mantic artist often seems impatient with the confines of the physical, as the
frequently expressed desire to take wing and fly above the earth suggests.
He is fascinated, then, by anything which seems to afford release from
limitations as well as that which seems to be at variance with principles of
order and rationality. Thus he finds in dreams, in narcotics, in hypnosis
and related phenomena avenues of escape from a frustratingly narrow exist
ence. For him the moving has greater appeal than the static, the changing
greater charm than the seemingly fixed. Night, which blurs the outlines of
objects, offers greater delights than does the day, for at night the otherwise
familiar becomes mysterious, the common place suddenly assumes strange
aspects. As the Romantic Movement developed, interest in the irrational, in
the workings of the subconscious, in the capricious and grotesque, grew to
the extent that in some writers this concern outweighed all others. It is a
fair summation to say that in the late Romantic world Dr. Jekyll was pushed
into the background by Mr. Hyde.
The very marked Romantic interest in the irrational must also be ex
plained in part as evidence of the Romantic desire to penetrate beyond the
veil of external phenomena to the spirit which these conceal. Concerned
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primarily as he was with the revealing of the essential, the Romantic u .is
likely to believe that, as Goethe put it, "all that is transitory is hut a symbol.'''
That Goethe's words epitomize a general Romantic attitude is suggested by
the fact that we find similar statements in the writings of most artists of
his generation, often carried to the point of Novalis' succinct equation:
Man metaphor." The Romantic landscape, whether represented in poetry
or painting, is a symbolic landscape. The heroes of Romantic novels nn ive
through a world in which trees, rocks, and rivers often have voices and
sensibilities. Investigation of the physical phenomena, then, becomes tanta
mount to investigation of the spiritual, and thus it is that the Romantic can
spread his investigation of the world soul into the exploration of any and
every activity that seems to reveal the symbolic nature of existence. The
German Romantic generation has often been accused of dilletantish dabbling
in philosophy, in the sciences, in history, linguistics, and so forth. Yet what
may have ended in dilletantism began as a serious belief that the universe
was, like any work of art, a representation of something else, in this case a
representation of a creative spirit. The Romantics were persuaded that the
poet must be a universal man, versed in all things, if he were to lift the veil
of external phenomena and reveal the creative spirit beneath. The peculiar
German Romantic interest in such phenomena as magnetism and electricity
is to be explained by their seeing in these phenomena remarkable manifesta
tions of the workings of the spirit through the physical. In similar fashion,
their concern for the minutiae can be explained by their conviction that the
spirit of the creator of the universe was to be perceived in the shape of a leaf,
or the color of a flower, as well as in man himself. Sermons can be found in
stones, the Romantics tell us, as well as in church. For the Romantics, then,
man was ultimately no more than one part of a great creation and the Ro
mantic generation seems to have been concerned to show that man's first
effort must be to establish his relationship to other parts of the cosmos. The
discovery of nature can be said to be, then, tantamount to discovery of the
self, and a recognition of the symbolic nature of external ph enomena tantamount to the recognition of the symbolic nature of man.
Belief in the symbolic nature of things determined the character of much
°mantic art. Metaphor, which reveals the qualities of one object in terms
°f another, became the prime mode of expression in Romantic literature.
Certain colors were believed to suggest certain qualities, while musical sounds
were conceived of as intuitively understood words and phrases of a universal
snguage of nature. Nature was viewed as the great teacher and artists ex
erted to learn from her the combination of color, sound, and movement
* at were vital to the work of art. The work of art was itself symbolic—a
symbol of the life force that gave it birth.
Confronted as he was by phenomena which seemed stubbornly reluctant
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to reveal their symbolic nature, the Romantic artist was frequently made to
realize the impossibility of breaking through the physical to the absolute
beyond. His own limitation as well as those of his environment were the
source of considerable dissatisfaction. Thus his desire to know the absolute
perforce assumed the character of a longing for what was recognized to be
unattainable in this life, and this produced the note of yearning and anticipa
tion which, for many, exemplifies the Romantic attitude. Coupled with his
tendency to accept whatever life brought him as being the demonstration of
the working of a will greater than his own, the Romantic cultivation of
happiness through yearning rather than fulfillment produced a markedly
passive attitude. The typical Romantic figure is not one who goes forth to
shape the world but one who is himself shaped by the world. The German
Romantic lyric seems often to be filled with modal verbs—I should like to;
I wish I could; if only I might—expressions which themselves suggest an
inability to act or a reluctance to commit the self to a particular action. Thus,
the typical Romantic work of literature is not the tragedy, which shows man
pitted against and struggling to overcome antagonistic forces, but the novel
which traces the career of a hero who moves through successive levels of
discovery of the world and of himself. Yet despite the fears and uncertainties
that the Romantic often manifested when confronted with the apparent im
possibility of achieving the ambiturus goals he had set himself, he still had
one refuge. He could turn in upon himself and find a world, a world which,
he was convinced, was a representation of the outer world. If he could dis
cover himself by discovering nature, he could discover nature by discovering
himself. A work of art which proceeds from the subconscious self, then, is a
demonstration of the eternal verities, for the source of that creation is a part
of the divine source of all creation. The Romantic work of art is a micro
cosm, exemplifying in its processes and forms, in its symbolic character, and
in the act of its creation, the microcosm that is itself a work of art.
May I now review what are for me the most significant elements of
Romantic thought. In the first place, the Romantic world view is an allembracing one, one which sought to make all of life the province of art.
The Romantic world was one in which man was a part of the whole and
man's only claim to be exalted above the rest was that he had been granted
by his creator the sensibilities and powers that enabled him to respond to
the creation about him and to participate in the act of creation. I have empha
sized that the Romantics viewed the universe as the creation and expression
of a supreme artist. By analogy, all works of art were viewed as the expres
sion of their particular creator, an individual ego that in the act of creation
partook of the divine. The emotions were believed to be superior to the
intellect as a means of receiving and understanding a dynamic, developing
universe that offered an infinity of sensory experiences. The Romantics
concern with getting at the essential led them to view that which was primi
tive or closest to nature as the most genuine and most revealing. Art was
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considered the highest of man's activities, for in the process of creating a
work of art the artist produced his own universe, a microcosm that was itself
a representation of the microcosm. The work of art was the key to under
standing the true nature of existence, for the work of art, which deals in
representation and in symbols, could lead man to grasp the vital fact that
all that is transitory is only a symbol. Our key to understanding the often
confused and often enigmatic utterances of the Romantic generation is to
appreciate the fact that for the Romantic everything was a duality. Nothing
was for the Romantic merely what it was. The rationalist Wagner, Faust's
assistant, sees in Faust's black poodle only a dog and he readily explains its
curious behaviour as being tricks taught to it by its human master. It is the
Romantic Faust who senses that there is more to the dog than meets the eye
and to whom Mephistopheles, approaching in the form of a dog, makes
himself known.
It is the custom these days to look with something approaching amusenient upon the Romantic Movement and to consider Romantic literature
something scarcely warranting serious study. We smile at the extravagances
and the dream worlds of Romantic poets and painters; we read almost with
pity of the naively optimistic plans of the movement's founders. Curiously
enough, though, the music of the German Romantic composers seems to
have lost little of its appeal. And I shall suggest that the attitudes of Romantic
Writers are by no means the thing of the dead past that many believe them
to be. I have reference here not so much to the fact that one encounters in
such writers as Thomas Mann, Kafka, and Rilke themes and images which
seem to have been consciously appropriated from Romantic writers, but to
the extent to which Romantic attitudes condition our thinking, particularly
our thinking about the arts. We find, for example, almost universal acceptance today of the notion that works of art are first and foremost expressions
°f a creative personality—so much so, in fact, that the finger paintings of
chimpanzees and random groupings of words have warranted serious exami
nation by experts. It is only our own time that has realized the full import of
1 e Romantic notion that human actions and motivation have their roots in a
subconcious self. If our own culture still respects the sanctity of the individual,
i We grant our artists the right to be as peculiar and eccentric as they wish,
11 ls because the Romantics have conditioned us to do so. And surely it was
'he Romantics who started art on the road that led through Expressionism
and Cubism and the rest to the point where we deem worthy of artistic
treatment the bulldozer and the bullfight, the dope addict and the sex pervert.
urely, too, we must hold the Romantics responsible for the extent to which
cmotional response is ranked above the cerebral and for the fact that, in
some
Sorters at least, "I don't like it" is considered a valid critical response.
We may ]j^e to think that we have outgrown the Romantic Age, but 1
for one am persuaded that the legacy of that age is a very vital part of our
Present.
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The Aftermath
Any close discussion of Dr. Haywood's paper must be mistaken and
ungenerous from the start, because his paper is not a serious effort. We can
sympathize with Dr. Haywood's dislike of academic chores, and we can
applaud the fine unconcern with which he tosses another sop to the Sym
posium. Nevertheless, we are a little puzzled at the care he takes to avoid the
clarity and closeness which he customarily uses. For example, Dr. Haywood
says that the word "Romantic" is "a term of criticism in the arts." How little
mechanical effort it would have taken to insert the adjective "historical" in
front of the noun "criticism." Then we would have been reassured that Dr.
Haywood knows that there are f{inds of art criticism, and that he knows
which kind he is doing. Mr. Ransom's "Criticism, Inc." has been around
since 1938, at least. (N. Frye's Anatomy of Criticism is much too recent
(1957) for us to expect students of literature to work with his more elaborate
distinctions.) Dr. Haywood twits "a prominent English Germanist" for
making out the medieval Walther to be a Romantic poet because one of his
poems is dreamy—"The fact that the poem was written in the thirteenth cen
tury seems not to bother this critic at all." But that fart seems to bother Dr.
Haywood greatly, and this is not more satisfactory. If Dr. Haywood had
wished to, he would have indicated at this point some of the limitations of an
historical approach to literary works.
Readers should not think that Dr. Haywood's paper is unintentionally
confused. It could have had a framework:
.. . We can say that in Germany . . - towards the end of the eighteenth cen
tury and . . . through several decades of the nineteenth . . . there was pro
duced a body of art which exemplified the theories of Friedrich Schlegel and
Novalis. . . .
Dr. Haywood chose to swamp this frame with all the ungovernable verbiage
that he deplores in his opening paragraphs, but this is all part of the paper's
rigorous consistency, which declines likewise to consider what exactly we
have said about this body of art after we have said that it exemplifies theories.
Most likely, we have said that it exemplifies theories.
Dr. Haywood describes the content of these theories, and in a very strik
ing way. (But before we continue, let us re-make a point: the description of
literary themes and theories is not valueless. However, those who practice
it are often reluctant to call themselves and their efforts by an accurate name.
We don't see any courses designated A Description of the Literary Theories,
7 hemes, and Big Symbols of Certain Writers; but rather, say, American
Literature.) When a person wants to talk about a fog, he can do it from two
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positions; from outside the fog, or within it. The latter method is certainly
more striking, and may produce better descriptions. But unless the describer
prefaces with something like: "I'm in a fog. I can get out of it if I want." we
tend to suspect his qualifications or his results. Therefore, most people care
fully distinguish the fog from their account of it. If Dr. Haywood has made
any attempts to separate the two, they have not been strenuous. Romantic
theorizing evidently contains contradictory elements or emphases; for ex
ample, the conception of the artist as being (1) "prophet, priest, and king,"
(2) "but another tone in the infinite melody of time." We can gather from
Dr. Haywood's paper that one notion moves into the other; however, the
paper would be more useful if it watched this slippage, rather than mimed
it. Dr. Haywood mentions "those merging of concepts that illustrate the
complexity of [the Romantic's] thought patterns." This seems to be a some
what unsatisfactory way of speaking, in the sense that "complex" is not con
sidered an appropriate adjective for "chaos." What appears to happen fre
quently in Dr. Haywood's paper is that he treats "theories" and "images" as
though they were identical. The result is the kind of mush that we may
tolerate in the manifestos of poets, but not in the explanations of historians.
Dr. Haywood's categories are quite unwieldy—they are approximately
the same as Irving Babbitt's, which is amusing. (We recall that Dr. Haywood
commented informally that he felt he could argue with perfect cogency
that German Romanticism came both as something completely new in the
arts, and as an item in a steady evolutionary development.) We can have
fun with this, though it brings Dr. Haywood to conclusions that are more
likely to annoy us.
These opinions are irritating for several reasons, some of them embarrass
ingly historical. What is more unfortunate, these efforts to follow "romantic
attitudes" into the twentieth century frequently treat the works of modern
writers and critics in such a way that they become unrecognizable. (Take
R. A. Foakes' The Romantic Assertion, which begins with the sloppiest,
most misleading discussion of twentieth century poetry and criticism that
could be imagined.) Dr. Haywood writes
We find, for example, almost universal acceptance today of the notion that
works of art are first and foremost an expression of a creative personality. ...
momentarily assume that this statement is not meaningless, in order to
say that it is false. It misrepresents entirely the kind of working assumptions
that are present in much twentieth century criticism. We realize that in the
case of certain authors who have used "private" symbols in their work,
critics have investigated the writer's private life in an attempt to make these
symbols "public"; this involves only a recognition that poems are not gen
erally written by machines, and this little assumption has not been paraded
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in the way that Dr. Haywood suggests. A look at any of the anthologies of
modern criticism, for example Aldridge's or Stallman's, would show that an
entirely different set of emphases has been functioning. And such a "romantic
notion" as Dr. Haywood treats cannot accept the finger-paintings of chim
panzees as legitimate objects of criticism; only a theory which agrees to dis
regard how, when, where, why, and by whom an artistic work has been
produced, could propose identical critical examinations of color-patterns
created by men and by apes. Of course, the best objection finds that it simply
does not convey useable information to say that certain writers or critics are
really Romantics. It tends to slander them, and we sense that this is often
the intention.

M.J.
It seems to me unfortunate that Dr. Haywood has decided "we shall not
go very far in establishing the Romantic character by discussing the indebted
ness of Romantic theorists to predecessors." In taking for granted the condi
tions for the existence of Romaticism, he robs the term of much of its sig
nificance as an historical category. For instance, I am not at all sure what he
means when he claims, 'The humanistic tradition in western culture had
placed man at the center of the universe and had made his the measure of
all things." The philosophers of the Enlightenment, men like Leibniz and
Spinoza, were not making subjectivistic claims when they exalted human
reason but merely locating themselves in a tradition of humanistic thought
extending at least as far back at Plato, and exalting human reason because
they considered it the most divine quality that he possessed. That tendency
in the Romantic artist, which Dr. Haywood calls "the cornerstone of Ro
mantic thought," i>. to consider his creativity part of the activity of the
Orator, is, in effect, another manifestation of this long and dishonorable tra
dition. What is significant is the change in emphasis. My difficulty is that I
find such kindred spirits in that "group of scholars" who abandoned "in con
fusion and disgust" any attempt to define Romanticism adequately. For me,
the term is best reserved to describe specific attitudes or characteristics. Per
haps the problem in attempting to define a "Romantic World-View" is that
the job itself is such a romantic thing to do.
BARRY GORDEN
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Three Translations
Sprich aus der Feme
Speak from the distance,
Secretive world,
You that so gladly
Your kindness unfurled.
When the red of twilight sinks,
No longer joyful colors speak,
And the quiet glowing corona of sparks
Weaves night about beshadowed brows.
Waft me the holy
Delight of the stars
Soft thru the distance
Out to my ears.
When the moon's quiet palliative tears
Dissolve the night's enshadowed grief,
Then wafts peace. In golden barges
The spirits boat in the heavenly seas.
Resonant current
Of glistening song
Here curving lower,
There flowing along.
When the sacred dread of midnight
Steals hushed thru the awesome forest,
And the bushes all astounded see it,
All things then dimly, profoundly attest
That hidden in darkness
Good purpose reveals,
Still lights are gleaming
In shimmering peals.
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All things in friendship well-wishing united,
To reach a consoling and comforting hand,
The night to inflict its gray wounds on the lighted,
All things in kinship eternally stand.
Speak from the distance,
Secretive world,
You that so gladly
Your kindness unfurled.
CLEMENS BRENTANO, 1778-1842
Tran slated by Barry Gorden

Wiegenlied
Sing it softly, softly, softly,
Sing a whispered cradle-song,
From the moon learn how to sing it,
As heaven—still he flows along.
Sing a song as sweetly soothing,
As the springs upon the pebbles,
As the bees among the maples
Hum and murmur, whisper, ripple.
CLEMENS BRENTANO,
Translated by Barry Gorden

Im Wasser wogt die Lilie ...
In the water wave the lilies, blankly, to and fro,
Yet you ve erred badly, friend, if you think they're reeling to and fro.
For so rooted is their foot in the deep sea-bottom's surge,
Their head just rocks a lovely contemplation to and fro.
AUGUST GRAF VON PLATEN, 1796-1835
Translated by Barry Gorden
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BARRY GORDEN

God in His Ironic Craft1
The co-ordinates of Irving Feldman's poetic language are anarchism,
solipsism, and irony. No book is worth writing unless it implies some new,
or at least individual, rules about diction, discourse, and means of conceptual
linkage. Nowhere is this imperative more urgent than in poetry, and no
where is it more important that the book as a physical production reflect and
bring into practice these rules. A review of a book, too, should embody some
sort of a discovery. I am going to unfold Mr. Feldman's book from the out
side in. Its a good, thick sort of a first book of poems, with clean lines, good
type face, and lots of nice white space for writing notes without being waste
ful. Besides giving Atlantic, Little, Brown their kudos, this is to be the place
for a nasty little jibe at the vapid commentaries of Messrs. Ransom and Trill
ing which grant raison d'etre to the back cover. But this would hardly show
greatness of spirit, my own ironic, yet Promethean, pride whispers to me; if
Mr. Feldman wants the testimonials of these two Safe Professional Names,
even though they give lovely examples of what never to write about a book
of poems, well, he is welcome to them. For they may sell him some copies,
and we all should beware coming out in opposition to poets making money.
The well-springs, the old predictables, for Feldman then: anarchism,
solipsism, and irony. The irony of course is the saver, for irony provides a
tension, an activity, and even a nice safe dialectical set of thought processes.
When Feldman really gets going this can get quite smallminded, as:
And the straighthaired blondes who busted college
Are carrying Proust around with Lawrence.
or:
One cup of Lethe and it's always too late.
Where are you, o liebe breyt?
Zeldman irony is often amusing. You can't resist quoting The Gnome:
My Favorite Element Is: Earth.
My Ultimate Aim
Is (without further ado):
Rebirth.
W°r\s and Days and Other Poems by Irving Feldman.
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Sometimes just lib-lab stodginess results. ("Condeming duties, what good
were rights!" he laments in a poem called Politics.) But given these simple
examples, the importance that irony—sometimes the ironic pose—assumes
as a descriptive, metrical, and developmental device remains to be explained.
Feldman often employs irony as an objectifying principle (as in Works and
Days or By the Seine), first-person recollection being saved from bathos
thereby. Or, again, it can provide the emotional tone for a poem. Simply
comparing The Old Men and A Curse shows how much variability Feld
man can work into this approach. The first is boisterously mocking, lively,
rough, and craggy; the second sharp, narrow, and sardonic. Sometimes, too,
irony is set to the simple but ignoble purpose of excusing plain unimaginativeness (Scratch and Greenwich Village Saturday Night). Its most typical
use is as a simple dramatic device, commonly at the end of a poem.
I moved this hand of mine,
I breathed, and this truth burned up my breath. (The Hand)
Thus Feldman, at the end of a long lyrical passage, comments on the selfdestructive potential that inheres in such visionary moments. The most stimu
lating effect of Feldman's work with irony is his development of a particu
larly immediate technique of reflecting ironic statements metrically. Feldman is perfectly capable of deliberately twisting a well-established pattern
of beats into verbal pretzels for the dual sake of laughing at his reader and
his subject-mattter. Anyone who tries to stuff the toothpaste of this fourth
line back into the tube of the first three will soon discover what supreme
importance this use of ironic flavoring can attain in Feldman's scheme:
My name is Laughter, and I laughed,
Knowing everything's absurd.
For God in his ironic craft
Made all more and less than his word.
More and less than his word"—and every Feldman poem is just that.
The anarchist component in Feldman's poetry is more a matter of con
textual development, and of basic areas of concern and ways of formulating
the problem than a working method of integrating conceptual content with
artistic form. The great revolutionist, Mikhail Bakunin, once exclaimed,
The passion for destruction is also a creative passion!"; he was the founder
of anarchism as a social philosophy. Feldman would probably like to turn
this formulation around, not just because he is by trade an ironicist, but be
cause he is a creative artist, not a creative revolutionist. However, the basic
area of concern is defined, e.g.
I would build the endless tower, endlessly
Destroy it. But violence grows mad
Before this misery of flesh so quick devoured!
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Of course irony turns on the anarchic conception of continual antitheses
locked in mutual self-destruction, turns upon it and feeds on it—Feldman's
irony formulates what for him is the central dilemma of this anarchistic
approach—
O Forms that die there, forms that grow.
Why do I build and blast?
In The Four, the particular statement of the problem which I was quot
ing above, the next turn is to a quietistic nihilism, "heavy in the shallows of
breath." This in turn is a necessary qualification upon Feldman's anarchism—
And what once seemed the dashing wave
Is but the shiftings of your dust. (Apocalypse)
The "dashing wave" of destructive creativity is itself such an exclusively
personal exhalation of rebellious spirit that it itself is impotent, and rightly
so. The "rightly so" is the defiantly solipsistic axis in Feldman's spatial co
ordinates:
Yet tell me, how else, what else, shall
A prodigal crow fly out to see?
Being no more than a prodigal
Miser prodigal of misery.
Solipsism poses definite limits on the revelation that must illumine human
activity; but it also suggests the direction such a revelation must take: if the
world as it affects us is primarily the creation of our own active intelligence,
it is as a transformation of our intelligence, as a conscious and methodical
remaking of our world into a more coherently human form that this revela
tion must take place. In Worlds and Days, the most formally competent
handling of these problems in the book, Feldman finds a convenient ritual
embodiment of this "answer" in the myth of the Return: the self-conscious
burrowing back into the old outworn skin:
Become sole porter of my history,
What can I do but toss this black bag down,
Share the relics I've got, knock, return,
Like any prodigal—holding out
Tarnished gifts to strangers: some guilt
Merely sentimental; a little childish loyalty;
A little useless pity.
Of course, as The Crow, the Feldman-mask in Worlds and Days is the one
whose return is of no significance—
He cannot ransom forth the light, or save
This drifted past abandoned on a hill.
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The Return, then, has this significance: none in itself, but only as awareness
of guilt which has chained others to a pattern of your own making; as the
necessary foundation upon which a Way Out can be built:
I have scratched a mark this morning. Is there no seed
For its ground but broken timbers, littered stone?
1 have brought a straw. But who will teach me to build?
The dilemma of anarchism, formulated more properly, gives way to the
value crisis of what might be called anarcho-solipsism; this key to the solu
tion, this ironic "art of seeming not to fall," which gets in the way of a real
solution, while at the same time producing the creative tension out of which
a real solution will be produced:
O night that lies in my steps, sleep
In my eyes, when will you let me rest? (The Four)
At the bottom of all, this preposterous end
That wit cannot define or passion comprehend. (Goya)
And, last of all, the warning:
But be careful! Don't touch it!—it bites.
The archetypal pattern, the real mythic embodiment of the crisis of
anarcho-solipsism is, of course, Prometheus, and this is my explanation for
Feldman s eternal reverting to and evoking of this image. There is, naturally, the inevitable ironic complication that Feldman's Prometheus is largely
self-tortured, self-defeating, and self-reproached—Feldman finds himself here
in an unconscious return to the classically solipsistic spirit of Greek mythology. The ironic aspect of Prometheus' torture is most forcefully revealed
in Non-Being, one of the most lucid, if least "profound" of Feldman's
lyrics; Prometheus releasing of himself from guilt, and concomitant selfdestruction, through ironic awareness which increases as his position grows
more desperate—
What terrible cackle bounds blatant through the vale?
O come to the mountain and see a suit of clothes on a nail!
Whether or not Feldman's poetry is to become merely "a suit of clothes on a
nail depends on the working out of this problem, and this depends equally
as much upon his development of the metrical and metaphorical resources
of his language as upon the working-out of any conceptual scheme; and this
is really Feldman's strong point—his language. Let me only remark for the
present that Feldman has had to search for another myth—Theseus and the
Minotaur to work his way out of the Promethean dilemma, which for hint
(unlike Shelley, despite a certain similarity of outlook) always remains a
parable of self-destruction.
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I am very sympathetic to the train of thought embodied in these poems;
yet I think their principal strength is not this train of thought itself because
it tends to be, though not confused, unclear and sometimes over-elaborated.
What makes up for this is the directness and force of Feldman's diction,
the metrical subtility, and the unadorned strength of the style. Here, for
example, is the first stanza of Other Mutilations: Disasters of the Deaf from
Goya:
No, not the sound—that's not his—they steal
The silence, their machines have sucked the space
Out through his cars, his space, his silence, unloosed
The inner volumes of his body; hopeless to feel
Within himself, and in a place.
Now, this is not successful—the complexity of the syntax, unmatched by any
striking combinations of words or patterns of syllables, is very hard to under
stand as a description of the effect of deafness upon the psyche: the whole
conception is too overly complicated as a generality and not sufficiently real
ized as an actuality, and overall there is nothing to draw you into the battle.
Notice how the second stanza becomes much more successful not through
overcoming the old faults, which are still there, but by joining them with
new virtues:
And the eye reposeless; here surfaces crack,
And his eye bewildered, weighted with trying to hear,
Aghast, in the ragged depths, before the huge dim spook
Of skin and stones, the them\ the horror: the hacked
Cadaver of his space.
It's "the eye reposeless" that is the first striking picture in the poem, the first
thing that focuses interest dotvn\ "surfaces crack" has more of the old am
biguity to it, but the return of focus to the eye, the flowing and reinforcing
of phrases, each one a complete metrical as well as syntactical unit, produces
an effect strongly different from that of the first stanza—it is the emotional
directness, the horror of deafness, communicated through the pattern of
langauge, and not the pattern itself, pure and simple, untouched by content,
that is transmitted to the reader by the poem. It becomes fine poetry.
An interesting thing that happens to Feldman's particular synthesis of
affect and cause, syntax and meter, is that it depends upon a certain com
plexity of thought-structure to be successful—where, as in The Flood, Scratch,
<4 Curse, and other poems of that type, Feldman has made what is apparently
a conscious effort to simplify and restrict his thought, to make the syntax
easy, what results is not lyricism but dullness. Often, the worst aspects of
Feldman's technique come to the fore in such poems: the adulteration of
word order ("May the telephone ring never") in the attempt to rhyme mas
culine and feminine endings (stick / Nedicks); the apparently contrived
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rhymes ("Are these animals that feed on bran / No, they are men. This is a
man. ), the near self-parody of The Lost Language.
Fourteen thousand and twenty blackbirds
Hushed under my side.
\ou can almost hear The Gnome on: How I Write Poems. No amount of
protestations of ironic intent can wipe out the poetic failures involved in
these instances—only, the delightfully intentional self-parody of The Gnome
is an encouraging sign: awareness of the problem.
However, in the majority of Feldman's poems, this problem has been
attacked and met with an intimacy between syntax and conceptual expres
sion scarcely to be found in English poetry this side of Yeats. This is a hard
matter to analyze in a satisfactory way, I can only point out where it's done:
the lyrical conclusion to The Hand; the choppy syntax of The Old Men
elaborated into a principle of broken syntax in The Four and later poems,
where the line-break comes in the middle of a thought, and contrariwise,
the thought-break occurs in the middle of a line, e.g.
Speaking in your ear my news
Of the journey, I am your frosty
Breathing, the gfound of your walking,
and innumerable examples quoted above. This is a particularly common effect
of Feldman's, almost as common as the already-mentioned ironic juggling of
syllables to introduce uncertainty!
For the rest, the plain is bare.
And what else should be there? (Goya)
Between them they serve almost the same function that dissonant intervals
do tor composers: to create a delicious tension which must be resolved by a
highly arbitrary act of affirmation:
The listening companion, now a bridge
And now an abyss; like the winter's sun
I move with you, in the crackling forest,
Where the white birds sing. (The Four)
The virtuosity with which Feldman can use meter as a function of meaning,
indeed, in at least one notable example, to almost single-handedly create
meaning, is the highest achievement of his art to date. The Geryon's flight
effect, the "winding up of time" in part 3 of Dying shows how 44 'sound com
plements sense'" in the spiraling effect of the meter-shorter and shorter
lines with the principal accents always being thrown to the first and last
beats, approximately every other line being severed in the center by a stop,
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Mute fist of motions unmoving,
Aimless thing the wilderness
Disposes, destroys
In the moment of dying
This homeless home
Breath of no breath.
Eventually only two weak syllables are left in the center. The most remark
able manifestation of Feldman the Prosodist is Summer Game, not necessarily
a major poem but so perfectly constructed that the meter and syntax is prac
tically the meaning of the poem. In this poem, the technique describes a ball
rising into the twilight, rotating in a line
Higher and slowly turning about
shiftingly dactylic, trochaic, and iambic; the ball then poising at its summit
on lines with a detachable first foot and rising intonation:
There upon the summit of flight
Afloat, with no oudine to break
It from the sky's descending light,
and there at the moment of descent gathers speed in accented first syllables
and a meter that becomes less broken and more fluently iambic, ending in a
spondee which declares: presence; another spondaic line which demands
acceptance of the revelation embodied in the ball's descent, and a quick
iambic close:
And sublime, continuous and sole,
Enormous with the suffused light,
Is here. Throw wide your arms,
You! embrace this world of light!
In this book can be seen the development of a poetic style, and the prospects
lor this style in the future. The later poems show a much greater technical
facility but a loss in precision of imagery and definiteness of style. In many
ways these changes are a commentary not on Mr. Feldman, but on the aca
demic environment itself. A tremendous vigor of expression, an assured tech
nique, and a rare cleanness of language may be losing themselves in a sea of
unspecified images. But the principal task of the artist is to follow the impera
tives of his talent wherever they may lead him, and it appears that Mr. Feldman in his casting about for a specific content, for a set of images, for an
evaluative process that will make this technical powers even more effective,
is doing just that. His book Worlds and Days is the record of his progress. For
those who will refuse to interest themselves in the creative intellect at work,
1 can only, with Mr. Feldman,
Say from its crown, "Eat me, I am the bird
You ate last spring."
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C. PERRIN RADLEY

The Symposium Concert:
Rey de la Torre
In spite of Milton Babbitt's insistence, music was not slighted at the
Symposium; indeed, can there be a symposium without music? Rey de la
Torre, who was asked to perform at the Friday evening session, played with
so subtle a coloring, such intimacy of feeling, and an elegance of presenta
tion so rare that it seemed difficult to know how to appreciate him. The
program he set himself was formidable; he played works not meant for
the guitar, pieces of such violent contrasts as to require almost a muscular
adjustment to them; compositions requiring considerable intellectual strain,
and works that breathed the countryside. Once only did he play something
he knew would be liked (the Albetuz), and that he refined till it would not
offend those who had come to hear his Bach, Sor and Villa-Lobos.
Very little guitar music seems really suited to the instrument, and it
would be correct to say that only in this century has music been written
which seems to capture the bite of the guitar, which doesn't simply reflect
orchestral or keyboard commonplaces the composers felt necessary to add
to make the instrument sound at all musical. Sor is the guilty one when it
comes to this; all his compositions were written with the conventional non
chalance of 1800—the dreary cadences, the effeminate themes, that tedious
musical priggishness—and all those confections were given to the guitar
to give it breeding and make it welcome in the drawing room. The program
notes were incorrect in attributing the theme used in Sor's variations to "The
Magic Flute; there is no such theme in the opera, nor is there even harmonic
similarity to one.
de la Torres program could be divided into three groups: the Bach, the
V illa-Lobos, and the potpourri of songs and dances. The Bach was an amaz
ing feat: to sustain a three-part fugue on an instrument whose common use
is to support with chords a simple melody requires an audacity and intensity
of purpose that certainly merits applause, de la Torre did a brilliant job,
but one is really unconvinced whether it is worth the effort. Bach just doesn't
sound well on the guitar. It is impossible to create the variety of sound cap
able of having one feel the ever increasing tenseness of each fugal entrance
or the relief that the episodes bring. The arpeggios of the episode sections
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have a tremendous effect when played on the violin, but on the guitar they
sound vapid and meaningless. On the guitar the fugue seems to be said in a
whisper, whereas on the violin it would be interpreted as a collection of seerm
ingly unresolved but firmly controlled tensions only understood in the con
cluding fit of passion which resolves them. In an attempt to capture some
of the drama of the work de la Torre paused at each important appearance
of the fugue for almost a full beat, as if to take a breath; to me it seemed
that instead of contributing to the drive of the composition it destroyed its
amazing structural unity and broke it into so many beautiful but scattered
fragments. The dances were easier on the guitar, and de la Torre made
them even more convincing by filling out the line with chords and adding
appropriate trills.
I am not sure whether it is worth mentioning Gaspar Sanz—about whom
all that is known is that he lived in the 1670's. He was a strange musician,
half of whose works seem to have been written in the century of Luis de
Milan; the variations on "la folia1 semed rather to be in the language that
Corelli and Couperin ennobled in their tours de force on the same dance. His
theme is noticeably more extended and dance-like though than that used by
his contemporaries. No one would credit Sanz with an original idea; but he
did have a soft-toned wistfulness, which de la Torre sympathized with, and
made very beautiful.
Musically, the dances and "melodies'1 of Ponce, Lauro and Llobet were
undernourished; either they were spun-sugar sophistications like Lauro's,
or bonbons of nostalgia like those of Ponce and Llobet. To me it seems a
distainful practice to take a lovely, unadorned folk song, change its tempo,
smother it in musical irrelevancies and give it the finish of the conservatoire.
Worse, it seems to be fraud. One may do as Bartok or Cantaloube, or as
Haydn did, and make music; but this seems as genuine as those 19th cen
tury German paintings of life in the Tyrol that one finds in AmericanGerman restaurants.
It was the Villa-Lobos that made the evening most satisfying. The three
studies we heard (Nos. 1, 7, 11) could have been written only for the guitar.
The works seemed so idiomatic, so natural when compared to other guitar
music. They neither imitate nor reflect; they use a new language—terse,
highly rhythmical, metallic—apply it to a compact structural formula, and
subject it to masterful development. Number 11 was a minor masterpiece
°f form. It seems that Villa-Lobos is not entirely unaware of the significance
°f his ideas because he formed them after the Well Tempered Clavichord of
Rach, beginning with a rhapsody in the same fashion and following a struc
ture as tight but as variable as Bach's preludes. The Choros No. 1 was a
simple plaint in binary fo rm.
Rey de la Torre is an exceedingly sensitive and expert musician. Within
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its range, he can summon a remarkable variety of sound from his guitar.
His most winning performances were of those works that were truly guitar
music. He showed his virtuosity most clearly in the care with which he con
structed his performances so as to prevent one from realizing that these
works were filled with tricks, and often the same gaudy tricks. He played
so beautifully that one could only wonder if all that beauty came from the
music itself or from the musician playing them.
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JOHN CHARLES

Demeter
But shells are not enough ...
One needs a sun-borne heart,
A breath that speaks quite clearly,
speaks so gently, speaks with warmth.
Even Below, an
anguished stricken face twists to a smile,
Eyes seem to bloom with strange new joy
As sea-foamed hands touch his;
this warmth is real, and matters.
Knowing only that the child is gone—
the seaside barren,
The moss'd veil clinging to the
branch's thorn
Portends withdrawal of a harried sort.
Footsteps without scar,
Clouds fleeing sun's hot wrath—
Nothing more ...
The mother bends to touch the
Earth, and croons the name;
then pulls her cloak more tightly:
winds that once caressed
now bruise.

*Gide's version of the Proserpina myth, Persephone, the libretto for Stravinsky's
oratorio, portrays her as the compassionate comforter of the shades.
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CHARLES S. WILLIAMS

Spring Meadow
In plow house I watch the sheep,
Spring meadow black walnut lines.
Sheep, sheep, brook near; soft caps
White bubble grass bed by.
High skies' wool so easy thrown
Upon the air to warm and swell
The day to stillness and near sleep.
Spring meadow, even meadow's lane,
Sleeps, sleeps—runs way to sleep.
Chanteclair black wrought rides atop
Directions day makes dull, so scant
Dusk scarce feels slight set their way.
Sides slanted in vaned turret's top
Told songs refract, droned time's insistence.
In plow house I watched once late
An afternoon spring meadow, sheep.
Spring meadow, even meadow's lane,
Sleeps, sleeps—runs way to sleep.

.»
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CHARLES S. WILLIAMS

Des Esseintes Among the Caladiums
—O aliquis mihi quas pulchrum ver e dueat herbas,
Misceat, et nostro medicina dolori.
Esseintes bent frail in brittle pain to pray.
Taste of Chartreuse his mind did fail
fragile insense dark herbs mix.
Touch of silk canary wings delay
hands texture trained on prie-Dieu.
Enfieffed of late to fear scant chevalier
Soft Latin forms, his Seigneurie allayed.
Flayed unripe, veined flesh threads
a tactile tapestry of heart
—shaped leaves that crack the air
and streak his mind with glabrous,
writhing red.
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Diamonds, Bulova Watches, Men's Jewelry
Accounts established

LG Roy's JGWGIGTS

117 S. Main Street

Costume Jewelry and Christmas Gifts
14 South Main Street— AflVIG Lapp

Dixie Antique Shop 4 North Main
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Periodic Auctions— H. Ogden Wintermute, Mgr.
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Tony's Music Store
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Mount Vernon's College Shop
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Compliments of The Village Inn
"A fine place to eat in a fine little town."

"Flowers for all occasions"

114 s. Main St. Williams' Flowers 22076
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Ralph C. Ringwalt, Former Kenyon Trustee
M. Curtis Kinney, Class of 1910

RINGWALT'S
"The Kenyon Store of Mount Vernon"

G.R. SMITH & CO. HARDWARE
Park Free at Vine & Mulberry

